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“There is no fulfilment that is not made sweeter for the prolonging of desire 

(Jackie, p131, 2001). It seems that “desire” is always positively expressed, 

accompanying with words as “longing”, “hoping” or “craving”. However, in 

Buddhism, desire is neither positive nor negative instead it needs to be “balanced”. 

Therefore, how to balance the positive and the negative side of desire is crucial in our 

daily life. 

A coin has two sides, same as the word “desire”. One year ago, I engaged in 

another project on the subject “desire”. I reviewed couples of works and discovered 

that the word “desire” was primarily represented in a positive way. The definition of 

“Desire” as none in dictionary is: a longing or craving, as for something that brings 

satisfaction or enjoyment (Desire, dictionary). Thus, I made a little girl out of clay to 

specifically symbolize “hope”. (Image 1) During my work, it was surprising that the 

clay gave me a sense of heaviness contrast with my subject. It reminded me of the 

other possibility what if “desire” went beyond the boundary. 

  Image 1: Desire, 2015 
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Nothing maintains positive when it is inordinate. “Greed” in dictionary is 

defined as excessive or rapacious desire, especially for wealth or possessions (Greed, 

dictionary). Erich Fromm describes “greed” as "a bottomless pit which exhausts the 

person in an endless effort to satisfy the need without ever reaching satisfaction" 

(Erich, 2017) The Widow and the Hen derived from Aesop’s Fables serves as a 

cautionary tale on the word “greed”. The short story describes a widow woman kept a 

hen that laid an egg every morning but was not satisfied with her earnings. She 

doubled her hen’s allowance of barley in order to double her eggs, but her hen 

became quite fat and left off laying at all. (Aesop's Fables, 433, 2002) Although the 

fable is collected thousands of years ago, the moral still works. As the greed overrides 

all the possible outcomes of desire, exceeds hope, satisfaction, happiness, and finally 

dominates, it would generate bad or even worse consequences. 

Human beings have never been satisfied. Nowadays, people desire wealth, 

status, power or food. Concerning Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, food for physical 

survival (McLeod, 2007) is the fundamental need for human to achieve. It relates to 

every individual. Taking food as an example, overconsumption could drive species to 

extinction. Until last year, the number of endangered species reaches three hundreds 

merely because of overconsumption. In the past fifty years, the population of sharks 

has decreased by eighty percent. Approximately one million sharks have been killed 

worldwide every year. Twenty-five percent of shark species are endangered. One of 

the reasons is overconsumption. People enjoy eating shark fins. They believe in a 

rumour that eating shark fins could stay young and keep fit. Moreover, the high 

selling price attracts plenty of fishermen to kill sharks. After catching them, fishermen 

slice off the fins and throw their bleeding bodies back to the sea (Harris, 2014). 

Sharks without fins cannot swim, forage, survive and eventually die. A quarter of 
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species is endangered due to people’s inordinate desire, which is the “greed”. 

My inspiration comes from Chinese traditional culture. A similar concept in 

accorded with the “greed” is known as “Tao Tie” (��) derived from a classic work 

of Chinese literature named Shan Hai Jing. Shan Hai Jing is a collection of 

Chinese geography and mythology (Sun, 2015). The “Tao Tie” is described as 

follows: “It is a monster that has sheep body, with tiger teeth and hands, its eyes 

under its armpit.” It is said that the monster was extremely greedy of eating and 

would eat anything within its sight. Finally, it ate its body and died as a result (Wang, 

2014). (Image 2) Tao Tie decorated on a “ding” bronze vessel prevails during the 

Shang and Zhou Dynasties. (Image 3) The association of the term “Tao Tie” with the 

motif on the Shang and Zhou bronzes serves as a symbol (“Tao Tie pattern”) of 

greediness to describe people who are excessive gluttonous or greedy and remind 

people not to become a monster (Hays, 2008). Although Tao Tie pattern is 

sufficiently ancient, the alarming implication remains. Therefore, I decide to use the 

“Tao Tie” as a carrier for the purpose of expressing my subject – “greed”. 

  

Image 2: Tao Tie (Image from web Top 10 Chinese Mythical Creatures) 
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Image 3: Shang ritual bronze 

The term figurative sculpture is generally associated with historical works to 

record events or memorize special moments. (Harris and Steven, 2017) Concerning its 

representational style, I choose its wide range to explore my possibilities. I create an 

installation that consists of a three-dimensional sculpture close to a table, where I 

place an electronic device continuously playing a video inside a bowl. The viewer is 

invited to the table beneath the sculpture while he or she is watching the video. The 

sculpture “Tao Tie” is 80-inch length and 90-inch height with two huge paws over its 

eyes, staring at the viewer. Same as the ending of the story, the sculpture is designed 

without its body. Instead of real clay, I choose paper clay mixed from paper pulp and 

glue to mould the sculpture. I cover its surface with gold leaves to enrich the visual 

impact, as the colour “gold” represents wealth, power, glory and dignity, all of which 

are different forms of desires. 

The cloud pattern decorated as the background is generally used in Chinese 
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culture. (Image 4) It is said that the cloud pattern emerges before the Xia Dynasty, 

which is the earliest Dynasty recorded in Chinese history. Different historical periods 

give the cloud pattern diverse meanings. With regard to the Shang and Zhou 

Dynasties, the cloud pattern appears with thunder, implying supreme power. Hence, I 

pick the cloud pattern to be part of the installation consistent with my subject. 

 

Image 4: Cloud Pattern (www.redocn.com) 

How to combine the historical myth with the contemporary art is the most 

significant question I repeat during my work. The viewer may find it difficult to 

understand the figurative sculpture that portrays ancient Chinese culture. James Kelly 

once said, “while this may be true, it is often much more.  It is shape, dimension, 

structure, technique, the intrinsic and extrinsic character, the arrangement of content, 

and all of these things in combination.  Further, and most important, it is the sculptor 

exercising his or her will on the piece and giving it life.” (Kelly, p83, 2004) Giving 

my installation life and making the viewer empathy challenges me for a long time.  

Contemporary art is always associated with experimentation, interaction and 

communication (Jenkins, 2015). How to translate the ancient pattern into a modern 
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language, how to make the sculpture interact with the viewer, how to deliver my idea 

and concept, and what role the sculpture plays in both my installation and 

contemporary art are essentials I considered during my video recording. 

In modern China, the term “Tao Tie” is normally accompanying with the word 

“feast”, which means a dinner with glorious food. (Image 5) 

  

Image 5:	Gluttonous feast (www.fututa.com) 

Inspired by the modern concept, I decide to place a table and a chair as the 

remaining part of my installation and invite the viewer to participate. I substitute a 

bowl for the ding on the table in front of the viewer and ask the viewer to watch the 

video. A round table placed in the video is the same as the one in my installation. 

There are three individuals sitting at the table with one side empty. At the beginning, 

three individuals make their own “sandwiches” by using all the stuff on the table and 

then eat them. Couples of minutes later, they are not satisfied with few things and 

become crazy and insane. At last, they are not able to get anything from the table and 

start to grab from people who are next to each other.   

Desires could be anything, anything you want, or anything you thirst for. The 

video is trying to express the concept that people actually keep “eating” all kinds of 
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desires every day. To be loved by the beloved person, to be healthy without any pain, 

to be young and handsome, and to be rich with infinite wealth could be desires owned 

by every individual. It is not practicable to apply all the desires in my video; hence, I 

choose several ones – diamonds, awards, money, roses and iPhones as typical 

valuables. The video is playing in a continuous loop. I leave a space for the viewer to 

engage, as he or she becomes part of the greedy dinner while he or she is watching the 

video. There is no formal ending of the video. I intend to raise a question for the 

viewer and everyone – where is the boundary between a healthy desire and a negative 

one and how should it be balanced? 

To summarize, my installation consists of a three-dimensional sculpture, a 

cloud pattern background, a table and a chair. It symbolizes human’s avaricious 

nature, which is gradually destroying us. 
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1. Feast,	in	the	show	

2. Sculpture	part	of	the	installation	

3. Detail	of	the	sculpture	“Tao	Tie”	

4. Detail	of	Tao	Tie’s	right	hand	

5. Detail	of	Tao	Tie’s	left	hand	

6. Video	Shots	

7. Video	in	the	bowl	

8. Dining	table	and	chair	with	bowl	


